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Tree Stump and Root Removal and Drain Works on
Coronation Avenue / Main Road
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Work to remove the stump and roots of a tree which has been felled because it is
diseased is due to take place on the verge next to Coronation Avenue at its
junction with Main Road from Wednesday 6th June for two days.
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To carry out this work safely, temporary fencing around the roots of the tree will
be installed. This means that the road will be slightly narrowed at this point.
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Road users are politely asked to allow each other to pass using a give and take
system where the work is taking place.
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These works will be followed by drain cleaning works at the Coronation Avenue /
Main Road junction, due to take place from Monday 11th June for two days, and
on Main Road, past the Ferry pub to Wilford Toll Bridge, on Thursday 14th June
for one day, which will also involve temporary fencing and a give and take system.
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The fencing will remain in place until the work is completed.
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The utility works will be carried out between 8am – 6pm, Monday – Friday and
8am - 1pm on Saturday. The works will be in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP), which was agreed at the NET Phase Two public
inquiry held in 2007.
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The CoCP regulates the way that works for NET Phase Two can be undertaken,
and sets out standards for our contractor on issues such as controlling noise,
vibration and dust. This will ensure that works are undertaken in a responsible
and sympathetic manner.
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We apologise in advance for any inconvenience that these works may cause you,
and would like to assure you that we will do all that we can to keep disruption to a
minimum.
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For more information about these works, the CoCP, or the project in general,
please contact us on: (0115) 924 24 54 or visit www.thetram.net/phasetwo.
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